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Introduction:  Regional topography, volcanic and
tectonic patterns, and gravity signatures (the latter not
yet available for Io) are the primary manifestations of a
planets internal dynamics [1,2].  This report is moti-
vated by several new developments, the most impor-
tant of which are significant upgrades to our stereo
topographic mapping capabilities and the successful
application of shape-from-shading (photoclinometry,
PC) techniques to Io’s photometrically complex sur-
face.  We summarize these developments and the to-
pographic observations and resulting elevation maps
completed to date, focusing here on the topographic
characteristics of mountains at high resolution and of
Io on regional (~1000 km) scales.

Topographic Mapping Innovations: As described
in a companion abstract [3], our primary topographic
mapping tools are stereo image mapping and photocli-
nometry.  We employ several new innovations with
each technique. The digital stereo mapping technique
used here is described in detail elsewhere [4], but in
brief is based on scene recognition software [5].  Ste-
reo mapping of Io is complicated by several unique
factors, principally radiation noise damage, complex
and variable photometric properties with phase angle,
and temporal changes of volcanic features.  Other dif-
ficulties include the blandness of the extensive Ionian
plains in many images.  These complications, which
manifest themselves as spurious elevation data, are
greatly reduced by the use of a Stacked Progressive
Cube method of DEM analysis.  Briefly this method
involves mapping topography at progressively in-
creasing spatial resolutions.  The algorithm selects the
statistically best DEM elevation value with the best
possible resolution for each pixel location.  Finally, an
anomaly in the original ISIS code that degraded the
resolution of the output DEM has been corrected, thus
increasing the spatial resolution of our DEMs.

Photoclinometry (PC), or shape-from-shading, po-
tentially allows the rapid mapping of topography over
large areas with a single images but has seen extremely
limited action on Io [6].  We have developed a 2-
dimensional PC mapping technique that differs from
earlier efforts in two major aspects.  The first involves
the approach to 2-D PC mapping.  Here we allow each
parallel profile line to integrate free of the influence of
its neighbors, adjusting the lines after integration to
produce a DEM.  Secondly we use low-phase-angle
images to model local albedo in our map regions.  De-
spite these new techniques, PC cannot be considered
reliable over distances of hundreds of pixels and we
must rely on stereo for regional scale mapping.  Fi-

nally, we have updated the pointing for all Io images
using ISIS Jigsaw software after measuring and identi-
fying over 1000 control points based on a reference
ellipsoid of 1830.0, 1818.7, 1815.3 km [7].

Mountains – Tohil Mons: The topography of Io's
strategically important mountains was surveyed by
Schenk et al. [2].  Numerous spatially resolved DEM's
were presented but not discussed in detail.  Galileo I32
stereo data has since become available and PC has
proved useful for low-sun regional images of several
mountains.  Io's mountains occur in isolation, and are
now considered to be formed by compressional forces
built up in Io's cold lower crust as a result of continual
resurfacing at the top [2,5].  Yet numerous questions
remain, including the degree to which mountains are
structurally linked to volcanism.

By planning and fate, Tohil Mons is the best-
observed mountain on Io.  High resolution high sun
images from orbits I24 and I27 form a stereo mosaic of
the mountain proper, as do low resolution C21 and I24
images of Tohil and surrounding areas.  In addition,
low-sun high-resolution images from orbit I32 provide
high-resolution stereo near the summit of Tohil Mons
and low sun I32 context images allow for PC-DEM
mapping of the entire structure at 300 m resolution
(Fig. 1)!

Structurally, Tohil Mons consists of four major
sections.  An elongate plateau roughly 180 by 115 km
long forms the eastern half.  This plateau has a gently
arching profile rising 3-5 km above the plains.  The
crest rises steadily from the eastern end to the western
end near the center of the mountain, where it reaches a
maximum height of ~8 km and is abruptly terminated
by a flat dark-floored 30 km wide patera lying at plains
level.  This plateau is divided in two sections along the
crest, a southern smoother part and a northern part
scored by parallel graben-like valleys paralleling the
topographic trend of the mountain and ~1 km deep on
average.  The western half of Tohil Mons consists of
two parts.  The northern quarter is a roughly circular
plateau 6 km high crossed by deep graben-like valleys
trending parallel to those in the eastern half of Tohil
Mons.  Several graben also crosscut these structures,
however.  The southern quarter consists of several lo-
bate shaped plateaus 1-2 km high, arranged in stepwise
progression of increasing height.

Where the two halves of Tohil Mons are joined,
two large amphitheatres are formed.  The northern de-
pression is occupied by the flat dark patera.  The
southern depression is enclosed by a steep-sided scarp
rising 1 to 6 km above the floor, which is itself 1.5 km
above the surrounding plains.  A narrow linear ridge 3
to 6 km high and trending NE-SW further divides the
two halves of Tohil Montes.  Flow-like features along
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the flanks of these highs are tentatively interpreted as
mass wasting features although a volcanic origin can-
not be ruled out.

Structurally, Tohil Mons is consistent with forma-
tion by a combination of compressional uplift and
surficial extension along the crest.  The complex cen-
tral morphology suggests involvement of two cross-
cutting structural trends.  Topographically, the western
half could have moved laterally to the southwest, sug-
gestive of strike-slip movement along the cross-cutting
ridge, but this is difficult to prove.  The large enclosed
central amphitheatre could be volcanic in origin but no
volcanic deposits are discernable on the floor.  A vol-
canic caldera is not unreasonable at the nexus of two
intersecting structural trends and does not require that
all of Tohil be volcanic in origin.

Regional Topography: Gaskell et al [8] reported
Voyager-based evidence for regional topographic
variations of a few kilometers but these have yet to be
verified by Galileo analysis.  We have analyzed a
hemispheric scale stereo mapping sequence from orbits
C21 and I24 at ~1-1.5 km/pixel centered on Colchis
Regio and covering most of the anti-jovian hemi-
sphere.  Although successfully acquired and much use-
ful topographic detail obtained for individual geologic
features, this observation was compromised by exces-
sive radiation noise in the images at the bottom of the
frames that make image registration difficult at best.
Although the ‘final’ DEM suggests that equatorial re-
gions are depressed ~1 km, repeated efforts failed to
eliminate misregistration "fault lines" along image
boundaries in our DEM.  Our solution is to use a lower
resolution stereo pair covering the same territory al-
lowing us to map regional topography in one contigu-
ous swath.  Preliminary analysis of this DEM also sug-
gests that equatorial areas appear to be ~1 km lower in
elevation, but this is only in reference to the base ellip-
soid used in our control net.

Sub-jovian hemisphere regional mapping is de-
pendent on Voyager imaging, which is handicapped by
subtle uncertainties in the geometric characteristics of
Voyager vidicon images.  Despite this, three Voyager
stereo mosaics over Loki region each suggest that this
persistently active region is centered on a broad low
roughly 1 km deep.  These DEMs are noisy, however.
This could be consistent with a thinner lithosphere in
the Loki region.  Morphology suggests the NW margin
of Loki may be a shallow-sloping inward facing cliff.

In general we do not find regional topographic
variations in excess of 1 km.  Some regional elevation
variations near Talos Patera may correlate with geol-
ogy.  That both the Colchis regio and Loki region lows
coincide with regions with less than average mountain
concentrations [2] is interesting, however.
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Fig. 1.  Tohil Mons, Io.  a) I32 Galileo images
s625601213/26, resolution 340 m/pixel.  b) Digital
Elevation Model from photoclinometry.  Topographic
range displayed is 8 km.  A stereo DEM of the region
will be used to control long-wavelength uncertainties
in this DEM.  North is to top.
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